ACROSS
9  Jaded partner sees no advantage either way (9)
10  Don’t take a holiday (5)
11  Shane is shredding coarse fabric (7)
12  Searching for copy (7)
13  Painkiller in case gal gets upset (9)
16  Health resort in the country (5)
17  Dish up crucial mixture of dangerous liquid (9,4)
20  Some gunmetal outstanding (5)
21  Recommendation of judge embracing new century (9)
24  Tar must break down to form rock layer (7)
25  Trudge along to riotous parties (7)
27  Animal god in mix-up (5)
28  Comparable to shifting a lagoon above America (9)

DOWN
1  A maths problem causes complaint (6)
2  Lots of luggage (4)
3  Move from side to side around end of needle, using one! (6)
4  Small piece beginning to warm in cooking vessel (4)
5  Rugged hero seen by open country on rock face (10)
6  Where sailors should be completely disorganised (3,2,3)
7  Article one placed in railway building provides drainage (10)
8  Being evasive with some field work (7)
14  Soldier goes after water – the gem! (10)
15  Not round for dinner? (6,4)
18  Request small French charged particle (8)
19  New studio close to centre in the open air (7)
22  Motive concerning a boy (6)
23  Nevertheless, flat’s old (4,2)
25  Not all brought up in net (4)
26  Nudge right in case (4)